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Abstract
Medical information management has progressed in the last few years because of the advances in information technolo-
gies. Nowadays, it is possible to share medical images among specialists geographically distant to interpret, discuss, and 
get improved diagnostics. However, any alteration of transmitted image metadata may lead to issues related to information 
security, such as detachment and authentication. Detachment refers to link the data of an electronic patient record to an 
incorrect medical image, while authentication aims to identify the image source. These security problems are critical as 
they may cause the loss of sensitive data or wrong medical diagnoses. Digital watermarking is an emerging technique that 
faces these security problems as it allows to embed the metadata directly into the medical image. This paper proposes a 
hybrid and robust watermarking technique to prevent detachment and authenticate medical images. The quantization index 
modulation algorithm under dither modulation in conjunction with forwarding error correction is used to embed relevant 
metadata as a robust-imperceptible watermarking to avoid detachment. The visible-imperceptible watermarking paradigm, 
whose use is an innovation in medical images, is applied to insert a second watermark in the spatial domain to perform 
authentication. The experimental results show the contribution of the proposed scheme and its efficiency regarding robust-
ness and imperceptibility.

Keywords Digital watermarking · Information security · DICOM imaging · Authentication · Detachment avoidance

1 Introduction

Currently, most modern medical equipment produces digital 
images according to the specifications of the Digital Imaging 
and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) standard [1]. 
In the beginning, the DICOM standard was used to define 
services for general management tasks of medical images as 
well as its corresponding electronic patient record (EPR). A 
DICOM formatted image consists of a pixel data file with 
a small header having metadata that links the image to the 

appropriate EPR. In general terms, the EPR is a log that 
registers all the activities of a patient such as clinical stud-
ies, diagnosis, and prescriptions, among other data [2–17]. 
Advances in information and communication technologies 
have permitted the development of more DICOM-based 
services for convenient access and digital transmission 
of medical images. Radiology information systems (RIS) 
and picture archiving and communication systems (PACS) 
are examples of technologies that fulfill with the DICOM 
standard and enable the creation of medical applications 
such as telemedicine, remote diagnostics, e-learning, and 
telesurgery.

Exchanging medical images and EPR information among 
health institutions open the possibility of better analysis, 
diagnosis, and treatment in benefit of a patient’s care plan. 
Digital access to geographically distant medical informa-
tion can also save patient’s time and money. However, this 
scenario introduces new risks regarding information security 
that must be mitigated as medical data are highly reserved 
information. If it is necessary to transmit a medical image 
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to remote equipment, the pixel data and its header must be 
extracted from the DICOM format and sent separately. Any 
intentional or unintentional modification in transmitted 
header metadata may lead to significant information secu-
rity issues such as detachment and authentication of image 
source. Detachment refers to unlink the relationship between 
an EPR and a medical image, while authentication aims 
to confirm the source of images. These security problems 
become critical as they may cause the loss of sensitive data 
or wrong medical diagnoses. During its lifetime, a medical 
image is transmitted numerous times inside a clinic, hos-
pital, or even, outside, the headquarters. As the metadata 
are sent separately from medical images, the possibility of 
metadata corruption increases with each delivery. Thus, a 
big concern is to design mechanisms to ensure the integrity 
of header metadata, even in transmissions over insecure net-
works such as the Internet. The medical health care systems 
incorporate security mechanisms, such as firewalls, cryp-
tography tools, anti-malware software, and access control, 
to provide security to their infrastructure [1, 18]. However, 
these mechanisms are specific-purpose and cannot solve all 
security issues of medical data, especially those performed 
to an implementation level.

Digital watermarking is an emerging technique that has 
been widely used by medical health care systems for improv-
ing security. In general terms, digital watermarking methods 
insert information (i.e., a watermark) to create a trustwor-
thy link between the watermark and the hosting object. A 
digital watermarking technique is as efficient as the results 
of its evaluations regarding robustness and imperceptibil-
ity. Robustness is a measurement to evaluate if inserted 
data remain even after severe attacks are performed upon 
the watermarked image. Further, in case of medical images, 
it is imperative to preserve almost the same visual quality 
as the original image to prevent any alteration of medical 
diagnoses.

In medical image context, research in digital watermark-
ing is usually applied in security problems such as authen-
tication and detachment avoidance [2–17, 19–22], saving 
bandwidth, captioning, controlling access, indexing, and 
confidentiality [23–28]. According to human visual percep-
tion, digital image watermarking could be classified as vis-
ible [29], robust-imperceptible [30–33], and visible-imper-
ceptible [34–37], each of which offers diverse characteristics 
to design applications with different requirements.

Visible watermarking methods aim to embed a visible 
pattern called “logo” over the image. Although the objective 
of these schemes is to insert the watermark unobtrusively, 
it may not be a suitable option for medical applications as 
any visual distortion can alter a medical diagnosis, no matter 
how small they may be.

The main capabilities of visible watermarking methods 
are:

a) Overlap a visible watermark pattern in the image con-
tent.

b) Identify ownership.
c) Deterrence against theft.
d) Prohibit unauthorized duplication.
e) Low transparency of image content.
f) Low quality of watermarked image.
g) Not need of explicit extractor/detector.
h) Low robustness.
i) Low computational complexity and
j) Versatility of media content.

The robust-imperceptible watermarking is the most explored 
modality in the scientific literature to find a solution to security 
issues in medical images [2–17, 19–22]. This modality involves 
two stages. The first one embeds a signal called “watermark” 
in an imperceptible manner, obtaining often high visual qual-
ity watermarked images. The second stage extracts and detects 
the watermark signal even though the protected images have 
experimented changes because of several image processing 
operations during its transmission or storage, either caused in 
an intentional or not intentional manner, such as image com-
pression, noise corruption, filtering, or geometric distortions, 
among others. The aim of this modality is detecting or extract-
ing the watermark signal without any ambiguity, even if the 
image is severely distorted, i.e., the digital image watermarking 
algorithm should be the most robust possible against attacks 
that attempt difficult its recovering tasks.

The main capabilities of robust-imperceptible watermark-
ing are:

a) Embed an invisible watermark pattern in the image con-
tent.

b) Identify ownership.
c) High transparency of image content.
d) High quality of watermarked image.
e) Need of explicit extractor/detector.
f) High robustness.
g) Often higher computational complexity and
h) Versatility of media content.

Most recent and representative robust-imperceptible 
watermarking works applied to medical imaging reported 
in the scientific literature [4], are shown in Table 1.

On the other hand, a novel modality of watermarking 
schemes was recently proposed in the scientific literature 
with authentication and copyright protection purposes. This 
technique is known as visible-imperceptible watermarking 
and was first introduced by [34] in 2007. In general terms, 
visible-imperceptible watermarking involves concealing a 
visible watermark into a digital image, which is not readily 
perceptible to the naked eye but becomes evident via cus-
tomized image enhancement operations [34–37]. In other 
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words, visible-imperceptible watermarking inherits valuable 
properties of the visible as well as of the robust-impercepti-
ble watermarking, respectively.

In this way, the main capabilities of visible-imperceptible 
watermarking are:

a) Overlap a visible watermark pattern in the image con-
tent, which is not readily perceptible to the naked eye.

b) Identify ownership.
c) Deterrence against theft.
d) Prohibit unauthorized duplication.
e) High transparency of image content.
f) High quality of watermarked image.
g) Low need of explicit extractor/detector.
h) High robustness.
i) Low computational complexity and
j) Versatility of media content.

This scheme resembles to real-world watermarks as the 
revealing stage can be analogous to seeing a bill against dif-
ferent light sources, as shown in Fig. 1.

In this way, motivated by the properties in terms of capac-
ity, imperceptibility, and robustness of the robust-impercep-
tible and visible-imperceptible watermarking, respectively, 
and justified by the necessity to mitigate security issues 
related to avoid detachment between the EPR and medical 
images, as well as perform the authentication of the image 
source in a visual way, in this paper we propose a novel 
hybrid and robust watermarking algorithm that embeds two 
different watermarks into the medical image.

Our objective is double: The robust-imperceptible water-
marking modality is used to insert the first watermark to 
prevent detachment by using the discrete cosine transform 
(DCT) domain and the quantization index modulation algo-
rithm under dither modulation (QIM-DM) altogether with 
a forward error correction (FEC) given by a convolutional 
encoder. Then, in a second stage, the method embeds a 
second watermark in the spatial domain by employing the 
visible-imperceptible watermarking paradigm to insert data 
to identify the origin of the image, i.e., to achieve authen-
tication. Till the date, visible-imperceptible watermarking 
has been used in red–green–blue (RGB) color images [20, 

Table 1  Representative robust-imperceptible watermarking approaches applied to medical imaging

Work Description Application

[5] Performed in Contourlet transform domain using Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm [39] 
and Bose, Chaudhuri and Hocquenghem (BCH) error correcting, to hide EPR and region of interest 
(ROI) data

Authentication
Indexing

[6] [9] Performed in discrete Fourier transform (DFT) domain using RIPEMD-160 algorithm [39], integrated 
optical density [6] and image masking [9], to hide EPR information

Avoid detachment EPR-Image

[7] Based on discrete wavelet transform (DWT) domain supported by backpropagation neural network and 
a human visual system criterion to hide small logos

Authentication

[8] Based on partial differential equation (PDE) criterion to automatically select the embedding region, to 
conceal logos as well as tamper detection tasks, in DFT-DWT domains

Authentication
Integrity

[10] Watermarking performed in discrete cosine transform (DCT) and DWT frequency domains using sin-
gular value decomposition (SVD) to hide binary logos, EPR and patient’s data

Authentication

[11] Based on spatial domain of medical images embedding EPR data into Least Most Significant (LSB) 
bits of the Region of Non-Interest (RONI)

Authentication

[12] Performed in spatial domain using criteria of image moment theory, polar mapping, homogeneity, and 
luminance, to hide EPR data compressed by Huffman method

Confidentiality and Security

[14] Image medical watermarking based on DWT-SVD in ROI region using Hamming error correcting code 
(ECC) to embed small binary logos and clinical data

Authentication

[15] Based on an improved version of DWT domain, SVD and particle swarm optimization (PSO) algo-
rithm, to conceal small binary logos

Authentication

[16] Watermarking based on DWT and Schur transforms, using Firefly optimized algorithm to embed binary 
logos in RONI of the medical image

Authentication

[17] Performed in ROI and RONI regions into the DWT-DCT domains to hide EPR data and binary logos, 
enhancing the security via message digest MD5 [39] and Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA) [39]

Authentication
Confidentiality and Security

[19] Based on DCT domain and Quantization Index Modulation under Dither Modulation (QIM-DM), using 
message digest SHA-1 [39], Direct-Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA), seam 
carving technique, convolutional encoding and Floyd–Steinberg error diffusion halftoning

Avoid detachment EPR-Image
Patient Authentication

[21] Watermarking based on DWT to hide EPR data into computed tomography images, using a topological 
reorganization of the coefficients of the LL sub-bands and a zigzag scanning method

Authentication

[22] Watermarking to embed multiple watermarks in medical images which is based on DWT frequency 
domain and SVD, in conjunction with error correcting codes and Encryption Then Compression 
(ETC) technique

Authentication
Confidentiality and Security
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34–37], 3D images, and video signals [38]. Nevertheless, to 
the best of our knowledge, this paradigm has not been yet 
applied to DICOM medical imaging to authentication by a 
naked eye, using DICOM images with bit depth greater than 
8 bits/pixel, making our proposal pioneer in this research 
field. Watermark imperceptibility is measured by using sev-
eral visual quality metrics. The experimental results and 
a comparison with some state-of-the-art proposals show 
the contribution of the proposed scheme and its efficiency 
regarding robustness and imperceptibility. Main contribu-
tions of the proposed image watermarking scheme are:

• Hybrid and efficient watermarking method for DICOM 
medical images.

• Authentication via practical exposure of visible-imper-
ceptible digital watermarking.

• Avoid detachment between clinical data and medical 
images using robust-imperceptible watermarking.

• High visual quality on the watermarked DICOM images.
• Preserving all intrinsic DICOM data after watermarking 

method is applied to medical images.
• Versatility for protecting DICOM images with bit depth 

greater than 8 bit/pixel, which is a crucial aspect in prac-
tical scenarios.

The organization of this paper is as follows: Sect. 2 of 
this paper details the materials and methods employed in 
the research. The experimental results, including parameter 
settings, are presented in Sect. 3. Section 4 presents a brief 
discussion and a comparative analysis with state-of-the-art 
proposals. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes this work.

2  Material and methods

Figure 2 shows an overview of the architecture of the pro-
posed hybrid watermarking scheme, which is composed 
of the robust-imperceptible and the visible-imperceptible 
watermarking methods.

As shown in Fig. 2, a couple of watermarks: A character 
string and binary logo are used for detachment and authenti-
cation issues, respectively. The robust-imperceptible method 
involves embedding and extraction/detection stages, while 
the visible-imperceptible modality is composed of conceal-
ment and exposure procedures. All stages are explained in 
detail as follows.

2.1  Visible‑imperceptible watermarking: 
concealment stage

For the identification of the image source and verification 
that the image belongs to the correct patient, the conceal-
ment of the logo watermark W1 is described as follows.

1. Read the original DICOM image I with N × M pixels 
in size and select the central pixel (x̂, ŷ) of the conceal-
ment region, denoted CR, that satisfies the condition 
given by (1), where n1 × n2 are the dimensions of CR 
and of the watermark W1. The variables (x,y) are spa-
tial coordinates, and wn denotes a window for sliding 
all pixels of I to find (x̂, ŷ) , wn is the mean value of all 
pixels in wn.

(1)(x̂, ŷ) = argmin
(x,y)

�
1

n1 ⋅ n2
⋅

�
i,j∈Ω

�
wn(xt, yt) − wn

�2
�

, where Ω =

⎧
⎪⎨⎪⎩

xt ∈
�
x −

n1

2
, x +

n1

2

�

yt ∈
�
y −

n2

2
, y +

n2

2

� , x = 1, ...,N, y = 1, ...,M .

Fig. 1  a Real-world watermarking-based bills authentication. b Visible-Imperceptible watermarking inspired on (a)
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2. Once the concealment region CR is determined, using 
the information of W1, of size n1 × n2 and binary {0, 1} 
values, the original pixel value,  CRo(x,y) is modified by 
(2):

where (x, y) denotes the spatial coordinates,  CRw is the 
watermarked pixel, and α is a watermark strength fac-
tor. The watermarked image resulting in this procedure 
is denoted as I′.

2.2  Robust‑imperceptible watermarking: 
embedding stage

As mentioned above, detachment refers to unlink the EPR 
to the corresponding medical image. Moreover, if medical 
images and related metadata are transmitted separately from 
each other, the possibility of detachment increases. Such 
metadata or an identification code must be integrated into 
the medical image to prevent detachment. In this way, a 
second watermark W2 is embedded in the discrete cosine 
transform domain as follows.

1) Rescale I′ to a standard size of N1 × N2. The parameters 
N1, N2 will be provided as secret key k1 in the extraction/
detection stage to increase the security of the proposed 
method.

2) Extract the most critical information from the DICOM 
image header, e.g., patient, medical and institution data, 
or another desirable data.

(2)CRw(x, y)

{
CRo(x, y) + � if W1(x, y) = 0

CRo(x, y) if W1(x, y) = 1

3) Apply a one-way hash function with 160-bit output, 
such as Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1) [39] or RACE 
Integrity Primitives Evaluation Message Digest (RIP-
EMD-160) [40, 41] to the data selected in the previous 
step. Please note that the proposed method can be easily 
adapted to use another hashing algorithms, obtaining the 
binary representation, which composing the watermark 
W2.

4) To increase the robustness requirements, encode W2 
using a convolutional code proposed in [42]. This opera-
tion is used at the extraction/detection stages to perform 
forward error correction to diminish the bit error rate 
(BER) in W2.

5) Segment the rescaled image I′ using a block segmenta-
tion in the same way of the Joint Photographic Experts 
Group (JPEG) standard (8 × 8), and supported by a secret 
key k2, B blocks are selected randomly from the image 
I′. Using the encoded watermark, We and the four-alter-
nating current (AC) coefficients with a low frequency of 
each B in 2D-DCT domain, embedding We into I′, using 
the QIM-DM algorithm [43] given by (3). The amount 
of B blocks is determined by B = ⌈We∕4⌉.

where B and BW are the original and watermarked 2D-DCT 
blocks, respectively, SWez is a segmented bit sequence with 
four bits of the encoded watermark We. The quantification 
function Q(X, Δ) is given by (4):

(3)BW = Q
(
B + d(z, SWez),Δ

)
− d(z, SWez), z = 1, 2, 3, 4

(4)Q(X,Δ) =
⌊
X

Δ

⌋
× Δ

Fig. 2  Architecture of the pro-
posed method
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where X implies a couple of dither signals d(z,0) and d(z,1) 
which are given by (5) and (6), respectively:

where Δ is a step-size of quantification, p is a pseudoran-
dom signal with uniform distribution, the length of p is four. 
Once encoded watermark We is embedded into the 2D-DCT 
coefficients of each B block, these are returned to the spa-
tial domain by applying the inverse 2D-IDCT. The resulting 
image is the watermarked image I′w.

Equation (6), finally, rescales the watermarked image 
I′w to its original dimensions N × M and converts it to the 
DICOM native format.

2.3  Visible‑imperceptible watermarking: exposure 
stage

Given a watermarked image I′w, the revealing process of the 
watermark W1 is a non-complex method composed only by 
one step that helps to prove its authenticity. This process is 
as follows:

1) Read the watermarked DICOM image I′w and cre-
ate a grayscale version from its indexed representation by 
using L gray levels of quantization. The value of L should 
be adjusted until the watermark logotype W1 is revealed and 
perceived by the naked eye. In a practical way, this proce-
dure can be performed using a DICOM viewer application, 
e.g., the RadiAnt DICOM  Viewer© software.

2.4  Robust‑imperceptible watermarking: 
extraction/detection stage

On the other hand, to extract and detect the watermark data 
bits of W2, the procedure is:

1. Rescale the watermarked image I′w to the chosen size 
N1 × N2 by using the key k1, previously defined in the 
embedding process.

2. Using contents owner’s secret key k2, the B blocks of 
8 × 8 pixels in size are recovered from I′w and then the 
bits sequence composed by the encoded information is 
extracted from the B-selected blocks in DCT domain 
using the QIM-DM extraction algorithm [43]. In this 
context, from the four AC coefficients with lowest fre-
quencies of each B block, four bits sequence is extracted 
using (7):

where SWez is the zth extracted watermark bit, cz is the 
zth watermarked DCT coefficient and Ds(z, l) is a dither 
signal given by (8) and (9):

where d(z, l), l = 0, 1, are given by (5) and (6), and the 
quantification function Q(X, Δ) is given by (4). The step-
size Δ must be the same value used in robust-impercep-
tible watermarking embedding stage. Repeat this step for 
each B block in DCT domain and recover the encoded 
watermark We’.

3. The retrieved watermark pattern W2′ is then the decoded 
version of We′ employing the error control Viterbi algo-
rithm with hard decision [44].

4. Compute the bit error rate the BER between the original 
W2 and the recovered W2′ watermarks, by using the BER 
metric.

5. Assuming ergodicity [6], the BER is defined as the ratio 
between the number of incorrectly decoded bits and the 
total number of embedded bits. Then, a decision thresh-
old value Td must be defined to determine the existence 
of the watermark W2 into the watermarked medical 
image Iw. A critical issue concerning to the watermark 
detection is get a proper value of false alarm probability 
Pfa, which refers to how often a watermarking algorithm 
detects a watermark in a not watermarked image. Thus, 
considering a binomial distribution with success prob-
ability = 0.5, a false alarm probability Pfa is given by 
(10), and a threshold value T must be adjusted to get a 
small value of Pfa = 4.2110 ×  10–15.

Considering λ as an independent random variable 
with binomial distribution [45], U as the length of the 
watermark W2 = 160-bit, and the threshold value T = 128-
bit, then Td = 1−(T/U) = 0.20, according to the fact that 
BER + BCR = 1, where BCR is the bit correct rate. If the 
BER value between the original W2 and the recovered W2′ 
is greater than 20%, the detection process rejects the image 
either by: (a) DICOM image does not correspond to the EPR 
metadata or (b) DICOM image is not watermarked. Other-
wise, the existence of the watermark W2 is detected.

(7)SWez = arg min
l∈{0,1}

(cz − Ds(z, l))2, z = 1, 2, 3, 4,

(8)Ds(z, 0) = Q(cz + d(z, 0),Δ) − d(z, 0),

(9)Ds(z, 1) = Q(cz + d(z, 1),Δ) − d(z, 1).

(10)Pfa =

U∑
�=T

(
1

2

)U

⋅

(
U!

�!(U − �)!

)
,

(5)d(z, 0) = −Δ + (Δ ⋅ p),

(6)d(z, 1) =

{
d(z, 0) +

Δ

2
, if d(z, 0) < 0

d(z, 0) −
Δ

2
, otherwise

,
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3  Results

This section presents the evaluation results of the proposed 
hybrid efficient watermarking method applied to DICOM 
images.

3.1  Experimental setup

We consider a set of 100 medical images in DICOM format 
modality computed tomography (CT) and different types: 
simple skull, larynx, brain, and abdomen, all of 512 × 512 in 
size and 8, 12, and 16 bit/pixel of grayscale resolution, the 
dataset is provided with copyrights by the Mexican Social 
Security Institute (Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social, 
IMSS). The total payload for watermark W1 is 62 × 89 = 5518 
data bits. The entire payload for watermark W2 is related 
to the size of encoded watermark We, which is 552 data 
bits. The value of the owner’s keys k1 (N1, N2), k2, and k3 
is experimentally set and could be renewed periodically to 
improve the security. The watermark strength factor used in 
the visible-imperceptible watermarking algorithm is α = 8. 
The step-size Δ used by the QIM-DM [43] in the robust-
imperceptible watermarking algorithm is Δ = 40. The value 
of quantization of gray levels is L = 32 in the exposure 
stage. However, L value could vary according to the end-
user employing a DICOM viewer application, e.g., the Radi-
Ant DICOM  Viewer© software [46]. The parameters for the 
detection of W2 are false alarm probability Pfa = 4.21 ×  10–15 
and decision threshold Td = 0.20. The efficiency of the pro-
posed scheme is evaluated in terms of imperceptibility and 
robustness of the watermarks.

3.2  Parameter settings

A digital watermarking technique is as efficient as the results 
of its evaluations regarding robustness and imperceptibil-
ity. Robustness is a measurement to evaluate if inserted 
data remain even after severe attacks are performed upon 
the watermarked image. In the case of medical images, it 
is imperative to preserve almost the same visual quality 
as the original image to prevent any alteration of medical 
diagnoses. In this way, this section shows the configuration 
of the main parameters used by the proposed robust hybrid 
watermarking method applied to medical imaging, which 
are: (a) the watermark strength factor, α, used in the visible-
imperceptible watermarking algorithm as well as (b) the 
step-size of quantification, Δ, used by the QIM-DM in the 
robust-imperceptible watermarking algorithm, respectively. 
Thus, the trade-off between imperceptibility and robustness 
of the watermark should be evaluated to get the proper val-
ues of α and Δ, respectively.

3.2.1  Watermark strength factor α

Considering a medical image in DICOM format on modal-
ity CT corresponding to simple skull, a variable watermark 
strength factor α from 1 to 10, step-size of quantification 
Δ = 40, image corruption by Gaussian noise with mean µ = 0, 
and variance σ2 = 0.015, to determine the proper value of α, 
the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) metric was used in 
this experiment to measure the watermark imperceptibility, 
and it is given by (11):

where N × M are the original dimensions and I and Iw are 
the original and watermarked images, respectively. Fig-
ure 3 shows the PSNR when α is varying from 1 to 10, and 
Fig. 4 shows the watermark readability with Gaussian noise 
over the image. Figures 3 and 4 show that a high value of α 
increases the readability of the watermark W1, but inversely 
the imperceptibility requirement decreases for large values 
of α. Hence, there is a trade-off between the readability 
and imperceptibility. Figure 3 also shows that for α = 8 the 
obtained PSNR is 99.98 dB, which indicates an excellent 
performance in terms of imperceptibility and at the same 
time allowing proper watermark readability when typical 
signal processing attacks are considered, e.g., Gaussian 
noise, distorts the image.

3.2.2  Step‑size of quantification Δ

Considering a DICOM medical image on modality CT and 
a watermark strength factor α = 8, Fig. 5a shows the PSNR 

(11)PSNR(dB) = 10 log10

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

Max Pixel Value2

1

N⋅M

�
N∑
x=1

M∑
y=1

�
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Fig. 3  PSNR obtained with α variable
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varying the Δ value from 10 to 100 with a not attacked 
image. Figure 5b shows the watermark robustness in terms 
of BER when the image is attacked by adding impulsive 
noise, and the parameter Δ is varying from 10 to 100.

Figure 5a, b shows that a large value of Δ could increase 
the robustness of the watermark W2 against signal processing 
distortions, but the imperceptibility requirement decreases 
for large values of Δ. Hence, there is also a trade-off between 
the robustness and imperceptibility. Figure 5a also shows 
that for Δ = 40, the obtained PSNR is 99.59 dB, which indi-
cates outstanding performance in terms of imperceptibility 
and at the same time allowing proper watermark robustness 
when the image is distorted by common signal processing 

attacks, e.g., impulsive noise, obtaining a BER smaller than 
the decision threshold Td = 0.20.

3.3  Watermark imperceptibility

As explained in the previous paragraphs, the proposed 
medical image watermarking method conceals a watermark 
logo W1 in the spatial domain of the image using visible-
imperceptible watermarking; the second ciphered-encoded 
watermark W2 is embedded in the discrete cosine transform 
domain using QIM-DM modulation in this domain. There-
fore, a careful watermark imperceptibility evaluation is com-
pulsory. Using the predefined values α = 8 and Δ = 40, in a 
first experiment, by using medical images with 8bit/pixel of 
grayscale resolution, a fair comparison in terms of PSNR is 
performed considering previous works in [5–7, 9, 10, 12–17, 
20, 22]. Table 2 shows the average of the PSNR reported 
in each proposal and the obtained in our proposed method.

From Table 2, we show that the proposed method out-
performs to all previous proposals and only was outper-
formed by 1.32 dB in [16]. However, the method in [16] is 
designed to work only on medical images with 8 bit/pixel of 
grayscale resolution, which can be considered a limiting in 
scenarios where the image resolutions are higher than 8 bit/
pixel. Additionally, an experiment is performed considering 
medical images with 16 bit/pixel of grayscale resolution, 
a fair comparison in terms of PSNR is performed regard-
ing previous works in [8, 11, 19, 21], respectively. Table 3 
shows the average PSNR reported in [8, 11, 19, 21] as well 
as the obtained by our proposed method. From Table 3 we 

Fig. 4  a Watermarked image without distortion. b Watermarked 
image corrupted by Gaussian noise. c Watermark exposure without 
distortion. Watermark readability using image (b): d α = 1, e α = 3, f 
α = 5, g α = 7, and h α = 9

Fig. 5  a PSNR with Δ variable. b BER after applying impulsive noise with density 0.01 and Δ variable

Table 2  Comparison results in terms of average PSNR in dB considering 8 bit/pixel of grayscale resolution

Method [5] [6] [7] [9] [10] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [20] [22] This Work

PSNR (dB) 34.36 53.93 34.21 49.10 35.84 40.16 38.66 46.00 45.22 56.23 36.88 41.29 44.19 54.91
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show that the PSNR obtained by our proposed method out-
performs to algorithms reported in [8, 11, 21] in terms of 
watermark imperceptibility, obtaining average PSNR values 
of 99.56 dB. Although the proposal in [19] outperforms to 
our proposal by 2.44 dB, the imperceptibility provided by 
our proposed method is competitive considering that the 
watermark payload in [19] is only 552 bits; meanwhile, our 
proposal allows embedding a larger amount of 6070 water-
mark data bits.

Finally, to visualize the influence of watermarks W1 and 
W2 on the visual quality of the medical images when they 
are embedded separately and jointly, from a set of 100 medi-
cal images in DICOM format with different content (sim-
ple skull, larynx, brain, and abdomen) we calculate image 
quality in terms of the PSNR, structural similarity index 
(SSIM), Visual Information Fidelity (VIF), mean squared 
error (MSE), universal quality index (UQI), visual signal-to-
noise ratio (VSNR), weighted signal-to-noise ratio (WSNR), 
and Multi-Scale SSIM Index (MSSIM), [47–49], respec-
tively. Table 4 summarizes the average results of the above 
metrics. To illustrative purposes, Fig. 6 shows a couple of 
test images and their watermarked version.

From Table 4 we show that the watermark W1 (visible-
imperceptible) is slightly less invasive in the image content 
compared with the watermark W2 (robust-imperceptible), 

when are tested in the DICOM images in a separately man-
ner. As expected, metric’s values in Table 4 decreased when 
both watermarks W1 and W2 are embedded jointly into the 
medical images. However, according to the results in Table 4 
and Fig. 6, the proposed dual robust watermarking algorithm 
does not affect the visual quality of DICOM images.

3.4  Watermark robustness

To evaluate the watermark robustness of the proposed 
method, we use several signal processing and geometrical 
attacks. We categorize the experimental results according to 
the watermark modality and its objective, i.e., (a) Visible-
imperceptible watermarking uses W1 to authenticate the 
image source and (b) Robust-imperceptible watermarking 
uses W2 to avoid detachment between medical image and 
their corresponding metadata EPR.

3.4.1  Visible‑imperceptible watermarking robustness

As mentioned in the above paragraphs, visible-imperceptible 
watermarking involves conceals a visible watermark into a 
digital image, which is not easily perceptible to the naked 
eye. The watermark becomes visible in the image via cus-
tomized image enhancement operations [34–37], which are 
analogous to the stage of seeing against light sources in a 
real-world watermarking scenario, e.g., watermark logos 
into bills [35].

Figure 7 shows the robustness results of W1 in terms 
of watermark readability using the image enhancement 
tool provided by RadiAnt DICOM  Viewer© software [46] 
to expose and authenticate practically the pattern W1. 

Table 3  Comparison results in terms of average PSNR in (dB) con-
sidering 16 bit/pixel of grayscale resolution

Method [8] [11] [19] [21] Proposed

PSNR (dB) 77.43 46.11 102.00 70.00 99.56

Table 4  Analysis of the 
influence of the watermarks W1 
and W2 on the visual quality of 
the medical images when they 
are embedded separately and 
jointly

Average PSNR SSIM VIF MSE UQI VSNR WSNR MSSIM

Only W1 103.15 0.9974 0.9960 0.2812 0.9931 47.0287 57.5118 0.9995
Only W2 102.06 0.9984 0.9892 0.9927 0.9877 49.0082 46.1667 0.9983
W1 and W2 99.56 0.9958 0.9856 1.2756 0.9818 49.4592 45.8503 0.9979

Fig. 6  Original versions (a) and (c). Correspondingly watermarked medical images (b) and (d)
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According to the results in Fig. 7, we concluded that the pro-
posed method has a good robustness against several aggres-
sive geometric distortions including centered cropping by 
100 × 100 pixels, cropping of 45%, rotation by 45° and 135°, 
flipping left–right and up–down, aspect ratio change, general 
affine transformation scaling with scale factor from fs = 0.5 
to 2, translation with crop x = 50 pixels, y = 50 pixels, and 
translation without crop x = 100 pixels, y = 100 pixels, and 
signal processing distortions including image enhancement, 
filtering, noise corruption, and image compression such as 
DICOM JPEG/JPEG2000 lossless and lossy compression, 
respectively, negative, impulsive noise with density = 0.01, 
Gaussian noise with mean µ = 0 and variance σ2 = 0.015, 
Gamma correction with γ = 1.05 and γ = 0.95, Gaussian fil-
ter 7 × 7, median filter 5 × 5, average filter 5 × 5, sharpen, 
speckle noise with mean µ = 0, and variance σ2 = 0.05 as well 
as histogram equalization. From Fig. 7 we show that in all 
cases the watermark W1 was correctly revealed and is easily 
perceptible to the naked eye by adjusting the L gray levels of 
quantization using RadiAnt DICOM  Viewer© software [46].

3.4.2  Robust‑imperceptible watermarking robustness

As mentioned above, we adopted the robust-imperceptible 
watermarking to avoid the detachment issues, embedding 
the signal W2 into the discrete cosine transform domain of 
the image, in such a way that observers are unable of dis-
tinguishing the difference between the original and water-
marked images by the naked eye. A mandatory requirement 
of this watermarking modality is that the hidden watermark 
signal must be robust, i.e., must remain in the image after 
performing intentional or non-intentional distortions. In this 
way, invisible watermarking methods can protect the images 
without affecting their visual quality. Table 5 shows the sum-
mary of signal processing and geometric distortions as well 
as its tolerances applied to watermark W2.

The detection results are shown in Fig. 8a, b, in terms 
of average bit error rate (BER) and normalized correlation 
(NC), respectively. Remembering that, if the BER value 
is nearer to 0, and the NC value is nearer to 1, indicates 
that the extracted watermark is more related to the original 
watermark W2. From Fig. 8a, b we conclude that W2 has 
good robustness against several geometric distortions and 
signal processing distortions. Robustness against rotation 
attack is acquired via exhaustive search by several angles’ 
rotation; meanwhile, the secret key k1 (pair of values N1 and 
N2) is used to resynchronize the detection stage against the 
rest of geometric attacks. In all cases the watermark W2 was 
correctly detected, obtaining average BER values less than 
the decision threshold Td = 0.20 considering a false alarm 
probability Pfa = 4.2110 ×  10–15, and NC values near to 1. 
The experimental results show that QIM-DM robust-imper-
ceptible watermarking in conjunction with the convolutional 

encoding increases the robustness of the watermark W2 
against several intentional and not intentional attacks.

3.5  Computational complexity (speed)

To a reference of the processing time, we employ a per-
sonal computer running  Windows10© with an  Intel© Core 
i7 processor (1.99 GHz) and 16 GB random access memory 
(RAM) in which all procedures were implemented using 
 MATLAB© R2017b. Table 6 summarizes the processing 
time of the main procedures of the proposed method.

From Table 6 we show that the concealment process of 
W1 is the process that consumes most computation time, 
executed in about 4.9 s. This behavior is mainly caused by 
the sliding of the window in Eq. (1) on all pixels of image 
I to find the proper region to conceal W1. This computation 
time will be increased according to the spatial resolution of 
the image is increased. On the other hand, the process that 
consumes less computation time is the exposure process of 
W1 which is done in about 0.02 s. An advantage of visible-
imperceptible regarding to robust-imperceptible watermark-
ing is that the computation time of the exposure process is 
not increased, even though the watermarked image is dis-
torted by any aggressive geometric attack such as rotation 
or scaling. Finally, the embedding process of W2 is done in 
about 0.28 s, while the extraction/detection process of W2 is 
executed in about 0.23 s. A disadvantage of robust-imper-
ceptible regarding to visible-imperceptible watermarking is 
that the computation time of the extraction/detection proce-
dure is increased if the watermarked image is distorted by 
the rotation attack, because this distortion implies an exhaus-
tive search from 0° to 360° degrees.

4  Discussion

Finally, Table 7 shows a comparison performance by con-
sidering the previously reported methods in [5–12, 14–17, 
19–22] and our proposal. A grid cell appears with a dash ‘–’, 
when the authors did not report a criterion or simulation. 
To the comparative, we consider only relevant criteria, as 
they are the most essential in the design of a robust digital 
watermarking algorithm applied to medical images [2–4].

In the sake of brevity, we perform a punctual comparative 
from Table 7. Although several proposals show the relevant 
results in terms of imperceptibility, payload, and robust-
ness, some of these such as [5–7, 9, 10, 12–17] design its 
watermarking algorithms for operating in medical images 
down-sampled to bit depth of 8 bit/pixel, fact that limits its 
implementation in practical scenarios, because the conven-
tional bit depths are 10, 12, and 16 bit/pixel according to 
the DICOM standard [1]. In contrast, the proposal reported 
in [20] considers in its design the luminance information of 
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Fig. 7  The graphical robustness results of W1 against signal processing and geometric distortions
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Fig. 7  (continued)
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ultrasound (US) images in RGB format with 8 bit/pixel for 
each color channel, avoiding any down-sampling operation. 
However, the application of algorithm in [20] is limited only 
to ultrasound images and is not versatile to operate with 
bit depths greater than 8 bit/pixel. On the other hand, we 
found the related works in [8, 11, 19] that consider in its 

watermarking strategies bit depths greater than 8 bit/pixel, 
fact that allow its operation in practical scenarios. Our pro-
posed method outperforms to algorithms in [8, 11, 21, 22] 
in terms of imperceptibility and robustness; and to the work 
in [19] in terms of payload. Moreover, our proposed method 
was evaluated considering more metrics of imperceptibility 

Fig. 7  (continued)

Table 5  Summary of signal processing and geometric distortions applied to W2

Signal processing distortions and geometric distortions applied to watermark W2

(a) Without distortion (h) Gamma correction γ = 1.05 (o) Centered cropping 100 × 100
(b) DICOM JPEG lossy compression (i) Gamma correction γ = 0.95 (p) Cropping 45%
(c) Impulsive noise with density = 0.01 (j) Gaussian filter 7 × 7 (q) Rotation 45°
(d) DICOM JPEG lossless (k) Median filter 3 × 3 (r) Rotation 135°
(e) DICOM JPEG2000 lossy (l) Sharpen (s) Aspect ratio change 

[0.7,0,0;0,1.2,0;0,0,1]
(f) DICOM JPEG2000 lossless (m) Speckle noise µ = 0 and σ2 = 0.05 (t) Scaling fs = 2
(g) Gaussian noise µ = 0 and σ2 = 0.015 (n) Histogram equalization (u) Scaling fs = 0.5
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and robustness that the reported in current the state of the 
art. Almost all related works in Table 7 seek embed multiple 
watermarks to solve one or more issues related to saving 
bandwidth, captioning, controlling access, indexing, con-
fidentiality, authentication, and detachment avoidance. In 
this context and considering the above punctual analysis, 
we show the advantages to implement a hybrid and robust 
watermarking algorithm that embeds two different water-
marks into the DICOM medical images, considering the 
properties of visible-imperceptible and robust-imperceptible 
watermarking modalities, to solve the issues related to the 
authentication of image source and avoid the detachment 
between the EPR data and medical image.

5  Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a hybrid digital watermarking 
scheme that combines the properties of visible-impercep-
tible and robust-imperceptible watermarking paradigms 

to prevent detachment between the EPR data and medi-
cal images, as well as perform the authentication of image 
source of DICOM images. To the best of our knowledge, 
the visible-imperceptible watermarking paradigm has not 
been applied to DICOM medical imaging to authentication 
of image source by a naked eye, considering DICOM images 
with bit-depth greater than 8 bits/pixel, making our proposal 
pioneer in this research field. The efficiency of the proposed 
method was confirmed by performing several experiments 
regarding imperceptibility and robustness. The average vis-
ual quality results confirm that the watermarks inserted by 
the proposed scheme are not perceived by the naked eye and 
consequently do not produce any distortion, fact that allow 
the correct issuance of a medical diagnosis. Additionally, the 
authentication of the image source is not a complex process 
and is possible to see the logo of the image source by the 
naked eye once the reveal stage is performed. Regarding 
robustness, the proposed method was tested by applying 
extensive experiments to simulate more than twenty geo-
metric and signal processing operations. Finally, we confirm 
the contribution of the proposed scheme by comparing its 
performance with state-of-the-art proposals. Our proposal 
preserves the native DICOM format with the original gray-
scale resolution, so it is ready for its integration into practi-
cal scenarios. Additionally, our method outstands among 
current proposals regarding robustness and imperceptibil-
ity. As future work, we consider improving the embedding 
strategy without affecting the imperceptibility and robust-
ness obtained hitherto, to other DICOM modalities such as 
computed radiography (CR), radio fluoroscopy (RF), and 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), among others.

Fig. 8  The robustness results of W2 against several signal processing and geometrics distortions, in terms of average a BER and b NC, respec-
tively

Table 6  Computation time of the main procedures of the proposed 
method

Procedure Processing 
time (s)

Stage

Concealment W1 4.9 Visible-imperceptible
Exposure of W1 0.02 Visible-imperceptible
Embedding of W2 0.28 Robust-imperceptible
Extraction/detection W2 0.23 Robust-imperceptible
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Table 7  Performance comparison

Method JPEG com-
pression

Watermark 
payload

Imperceptibil-
ity metric

Detection 
metric

Application Versatility of 
bit depth

Geometric 
attacks

Types of noises

[5] JPEG lossy
JPEG 2000

389 bits PSNR, 
weighted 
peak 
signal to 
noise ratio 
(WPSNR), 
MSSIM, 
total percep-
tual error 
(TPE) [50]

Subjective 
criterion

Authentica-
tion

Indexing

Down-sam-
pled 8bit/
pixel

– Salt and pepper
Speckle

[6, 9] All DICOM 
compression 
modes

80 bits PSNR, SSIM, 
VIF

BCR Avoid detach-
ment

Down-sam-
pled 8bit/
pixel

Rotation
Scaling
Translation
Cropping

Gaussian
Salt and pepper

[7] – 4096 bits PSNR NC Authentica-
tion

Down-sam-
pled 8bit/
pixel

– –

[8] – 4096 bits PSNR NC Authentica-
tion

Integrity

12 bit/pixel – Gaussian
Salt and pepper

[10] JPEG lossy 65,586 bits PSNR NC
BER

Authentica-
tion

Down-sam-
pled 8bit/
pixel

Rotation
Scaling
Cropping
Affine

Gaussian
Salt and pepper

[11] All DICOM 
compression 
modes

808 bits PSNR, SSIM BER Authentica-
tion

16 bit/pixel – Salt and pepper

[12] JPEG lossy 4800 bits PSNR, MSE NCC Confidenti-
ality and 
Security

Down-sam-
pled 8bit/
pixel

Rotation –

[14] JPEG lossy 2046 bits PSNR, 
WPSNR, 
SSIM

NCC
BER

Authentica-
tion

Down-sam-
pled 8bit/
pixel

Scaling
Cropping

Gaussian
Salt and pepper

[15] - 4096 bits PSNR NC Authentica-
tion

Down-sam-
pled 8bit/
pixel

Rotation
Scaling

Gaussian
Salt and pepper
Speckle

[16] JPEG lossy 22,490 bits PSNR NC
BER

Authentica-
tion

Down-sam-
pled 8bit/
pixel

Scaling
Rotation
Cropping

Gaussian
Salt and pepper

[17] JPEG lossy 65,800 bits PSNR NC
BER

Authentica-
tion

Confidenti-
ality and 
security

Down-sam-
pled 8bit/
pixel

Rotation
Cropping

Gaussian
Salt and pepper
Speckle

[19] All DICOM 
compression 
modes

552 bits PSNR, SSIM, 
VIF

BER Avoid detach-
ment

Patient 
authentica-
tion

10, 12, and 16 
bit/pixel

Rotation
Scaling
Cropping
Aspect ratio
Flip

Gaussian
Salt and pepper
Speckle

[20] All DICOM 
compression 
modes

80 bits PSNR, SSIM BER Authentica-
tion

Avoid detach-
ment

8 bit/pixel Rotation
Scaling
Translation
Cropping

Gaussian
Salt and pepper
Speckle
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